
Together we transform healthcare



We have built a digital experience for today and tomorrow: 

• To transform businesses and improve people’s lives by 

helping them understand their health and make more 

informed decisions

• Allow doctors to control and facilitate the availability of 

the most accurate and relevant information for every 

patient

Helping people understand their health



• 20 billion reports get printed and delivered each year

• Make up for 70% of all critical decision-making medical 

data

• Not useful to the patient and less useful for doctors who 

are squeezed on time and who expect more from a 

diagnostic report

A persistent problem

Cryptic diagnostic reports create confusion



• Patients feel frustrated, helpless and reliant on doctors to 

interpret the results 

• In many cases seeking the second and third opinions 

from a friend or relative, and even worse—Dr. Google

Uncontrolled outcomes

A disempowered patient lacking understanding about their health



Introducing Lingua 
Establishing a communication protocol



Diagnostic data is hard to normalize:

The status quo

v

HL7 v2, HL7 v3, CDA, 

FHIR

LOINC, ICD-10, SNOMED-

CT,

ICD-O, UCUM, ATC

Different standards for clinical data structure Different coding standards for health data



Why is this a problem?

• Combining and normalizing test results from different 

labs

• Patient records are from different health institutions

• Assisting with the health and medication history of 

citizens in need of treatment

• A large proportion of lab reports and health records are 

still available as PDF or paper-based documents

• Testing laboratories employ specific/individual reference 

values and measuring units, which prevents the 

normalization and integration of results obtained in 

different laboratories







Lingua allows the normalization and exchange of medical 

data from multiple sources, standards, languages and 

formats.

Its structured consolidated data output can be used by 

different healthcare stakeholders in sharing electronic 

patient records and similar information from national 

health systems. 

Can help improve communication amongst healthcare 

stakeholders, unifying the transfer of information among 

public health systems.

Why Lingua?



Introducing Smart Reports 
Better information leads to better decisions



• Smart Reports is an AI-based health literacy and 

delivery platform that explains and interprets blood 

tests and medical reports

• User-friendly for patients to access, manage and 

understand their health

• Puts the power into every patient’s hands, allowing 

them to access and own their health data

Making diagnostic reports meaningful



Help patients understand their test results with:

• Intuitive colors

• Clear visuals

• Personalized insights

Insights that simulate the logic of a doctor are generated to 

inform the user of their health status and provide actionable 

tips based on their inputs.

Easy-to-understand insights



Help patients to timely evaluate their health, by:

• Detecting diseases predisposition at a point when 

intervention would be beneficial

• Delaying or reversing the progression of various illnesses

• Provide users with relevant information about their health 

with validated health risk assessments running 

continuously

Recommend screenings and health assessments



• Disease prevention

Take an active part in improving the 

quality of life of patients and help them 

avoid preventable health conditions

• Condition management

Help support patients with existing 

chronic conditions to better cope and 

manage their health

• Relevant messaging

Share messaging specific to patients’ 

needs, in an anonymized and privacy-

first manner

Building relationships with patients

Integrating healthcare into everyday life



Introducing Wellbeing
Promoting positive behavioral changes



AI-based health scoring system of 42 scientifically-based 

parameters that evaluate a user’s:

• Lifestyle habits

• Physical health 

• Psychological health

Upon completing the quiz, users receive two distinct scores 

that are calculated by taking into account physical, 

psychological and lifestyle responses.

Wellbeing Score



Personalized coaching programs based on a user’s profile, 

inputs and wellbeing score, focusing on:

• Lifestyle

• Nutrition

• Fitness 

The programs are designed to build and maintain healthy 

habits.

The Wellbeing Score is updated either automatically or 

manually allowing user to follow their progress and 

improvement over time.

Coaching programs



Introducing K+
Pregnancy medical companion



K+ is a pregnancy companion app that guides women 

medically where and when they need it.

Pregnant users’ medical needs are underrepresented –

they are a high concern but not currently addressed by 

any of the apps we came across.

Pregnancy support, reimagined



Key features for pregnant users 

Prenatal checkups
A medical companion helps plan 

appointments and tests 

Test report interpretation
Understand prenatal test results 

and receive relevant insights

Tracking
Monitors weight gain, pregnancy 

symptoms and mood



Key features for clinics and midwives

Monitors patients’ weight, 

symptoms and mood
All in one convenient place

Appointment scheduling & in-app lab reports
Manage all appointments and 

lab reports



• Empower the patient and the physician

• Integrate healthcare into the everyday lives of patients

• Improve patient-physician relationships

• Enhance the patient experience 

• Improve overall efficiencies 

• Reduce medical error rates

• Lower healthcare costs

Transforming healthcare by building end-to-end solutions



Thank you for listening
Any questions


